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Swimming with FMT Minister denies blame game
Javadekar Says ‘Vested Interest’ Remark Misunderstood

A

Dr Kaysi Gray

tion is lacking within the joint,
strain is placed along the muscles
to perform the task. If the joint is
not aligned properly, a pinching
force can occur along one of the
major stabilizing muscles of the
shoulder complex. If this is kept
unchecked and untreated, further
repetitive stress can occur, leading
to a major shoulder injury.
It is important to know what to
do if an injury has occurred. One
should stop swimming if there is
pain with each stroke. If that pain
persists for a day or two it is important to have it examined by a
trained professional. With Functional Manual Therapy (FMT) we
assess the region of the body as
well as surrounding regions to
identify the source of the injury as
well as the cause. Through this assessment, we are able to trace and
isolate the source of the symptom
and identify restrictions and weak
muscles. Each person is provided
with an individualized exercise
program to meet his or her distinctive needs to help maintain stability of the injured area and prevent
the injury from re-occurring.
As the summer sun beckons
you to a more active lifestyle, it
is important to be mindful of
your body and its response to the
new activity. If pain arises, remember, FMT provides the expert
analysis and treatment to help ensure you are at your most efficient
state of movement for maximizing
your health!

s the winter days begin to
fade away into the sun of
summer, we can’t help but
become excited and ready
for activity. One special place for
summer time is the coolness and
openness of the swimming pool.
Swimming is an exercise, which
offers a vast number of benefits for
individuals of any fitness level.
Each of the swimming strokes,
from the basic breaststroke to the
long distance free-style, offers a
variety of advantages to weight
bearing exercise.

Swimming is a valuable exercise to develop the core muscles
that stabilize and protect the joints.
However, one must be careful not
to swim past the point where these
muscles are no longer contracting
to protect. Swimming without
proper core muscle contraction
often leads to repetitive strain on
the joints and soft tissue of the
body, one of the major areas being
the joints and soft tissues of the
shoulders.
As the arm powers through the
water with each stroke, the joint is
forced to move through its full
available range of motion. If mo-
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(PT, DPT, CFMT)
is a Certified Functional Manual
Therapist at VARDAN, a wellness
initiative by The Times Group
in association with the Institute
of Physical Art, USA

To schedule your appointment at
the VARDAN Centre (New Delhi):
SMS VFMT to 58888
Call 9971862525 & 9810306730
(9am to 6pm, Monday to Saturday)
email vardan@timesgroup.com
For more information, log on to

Functional Manual Therapy™ (FMT) is a
comprehensive approach to physiotherapy,
which identifies and facilitates your existing
potential through an in-depth examination
and treatment of your mechanical capacity,
neuromuscular function and motor control.
Discover your potential to have less pain
and function better with FMT!

www.vardan.in

St Stephen’s teachers
boycott GB election
TOI
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New Delhi: The season of
protest continues at St Stephen’s with teachers this
time boycotting the process
for electing two representatives to the college governing body (GB). Only recently, the 134-year-old college
had weathered a controversy over the “muzzling” of a
student-run
e-magazine,
and now, teachers say, the
GB “has become a rubber
stamp of the principal”
and their views are not recorded in the minutes of its
meetings.
The boycott is a first in
the college’s history. The St
Stephen’s GB has four
teacher representatives, of
whom two are elected and
two nominated. It’s the only
GB of a DU college to have
elected teacher representatives. New representatives
were to take over on May 1
after the previous term ended on April 30, but no nominations were filed till the
last date, April 16.
“We have decided not to
file nominations as a mark
of protest. GB is the supreme decision making
body of the college. Howev-

Award for
IGI Airport

MARK OF PROTEST: New representatives were to take over on May 1

er, it has become a rubber
stamp of the principal. At
times he has suspended officials without the GB’s approval, as in the case of
administrative officer Subha Kumar Dash,” said a
senior history teacher of
the college.
Former elected teacher
members of the GB also said
they felt “insulted” when
their views were neither appreciated nor recorded in
the minutes of meetings. “I
have witnessed the GB’s autocratic way of functioning.
We were never allowed to
speak and our dissent was
never recorded in the minutes of the meetings. It’s sad
that all sorts of freedom-

s—of students, teachers and
non-teaching
staff—have
been curtailed,” said Nandita Narain, a senior mathematics teacher.
College principal Valson
Thampu dismissed the allegations as part of the agenda of a “certain individual”.
“You have to ask them. I
can’t say why they decided
not to be a part of the forum.
However, we are the only college in Delhi University
where two more teachers
are in the GB. So teachers
are represented anyway,” he
said, adding, “This allegation is, like all else, part of
the cottage industry of
grievances run by a certain
individual.”

New Delhi: Delhi’s Indira
Gandhi International Airport
has been adjudged the world’s
best airport for the year
2014 under the category of
handling 2.5 to 4 crore passengers per annum.
Airports Council International (ACI) presented the Airport Service Quality (ASQ)
award to IGI Airport at a ceremony of the ACI Asia-Pacific/
World Annual General Assembly on April 28 in Jordan.
“We are honoured to represent
an Indian airport at an international forum as ACI. Our IGI
Airport partners and employees have consistently delivered
a distinct experience to our
customers,” said I Prabhakara
Rao, CEO of Delhi International Airport Pvt Limited, which
manages IGI Airport. IANS

BUDDHA JAYANTI SPECIAL
zTheravada and Mahayana

Buddhists meet to understand
each other’s traditions
zFind out how Gautama Buddha
chose his disciple who became
the first Zen master
... and more: the God of Sunday
and our regular monthly
astrological forecast in today’s
8-page edition. Ask your vendor
for a copy @ 3.00
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New Delhi: Amid massive
public support for the media
campaign against Delhi’s dirty
air, Union environment minister Prakash Javadekar on Saturday said he welcomed TOI’s
efforts to raise the issue of air
pollution in the Capital and
other cities. He said he would
like to be part of these efforts to
achieve his government’s goal
of ensuring “fresh air as birthright” for every individual.
He said TOI’s campaign
would help create awareness
about implications of air-polluting practices, prevalent in
the city for years, and put policymakers on their toes with
feedback from the ground.
“We want to deal with the
menace of air pollution with
active cooperation from all
quarters, including the public,” said the minister, hours after his media statement purportedly blaming “vested
interests” for raising the issue
and his intention to “take action” against forces behind it.

I have, in consultation with neighbouring
states in NCR and civic
bodies in Delhi,
already chalked out a
three-month action plan
to deal with air pollution
PRAKASH JAVADEKAR
Union environment minister
Javadekar, rattled by the
controversy, said his remark
was completely misunderstood. He claimed he was trying to drive home the point that
the problem of air pollution
was not 10-months-old. It had
existed for the past 10 years and
he was wondering why no one
had raised it earlier. He, however, hastened to add that he was
not into any kind of blame
game and it was always “better
late than never”.
“I want to take action but
this action will be against
pollution and polluters. I have,
in consultation with neighbouring states in NCR and civic bodies in Delhi, already

chalked out a three-month action plan to deal with air pollution,” he said.
Javadekar referred to his
ministry’s recent move to
bring governments of Delhi,
Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and
Rajasthan together in working
out a joint action plan to curb
air pollution. The NCR states
had last month also agreed to
deal with the issue in a timebound manner by coming out
with a joint medium and longterm plan in July.
Speaking to TOI on Saturday, the minister did not try to
hide his angst over what he
claimed to be dependence of
the media only on data released

by one (the US) embassy.
Though he did not take the
name of any country, he
wondered why India’s own national data was not being used
to analyze the air pollution situation. This, however, is an erroneous impression. The government’s own data presents a
very grim picture.
The minister had first elaborated on the issue while replying to a debate in the Lok Sabha
on April 29. He had said, “It is
not true that air pollution is
there only in Delhi and cities
across the world are clean. Several cities across the globe are
polluted. As far as Delhi is concerned, the vehicular pollution
doubles in five to seven years.”
“…PM Narendra Modi has
launched the Air Quality Index, which covers eight parameters (pollutants). This was
launched in 10 cities across India. We will soon start issuing a
daily bulletin on the AQI, based
on official data, and I hope that
instead of depending on the data of one embassy, the media
will make use of the authentic
government bulletin,” he said.

Air pollution campaign not
anti-development: Activists
Vipin

TIMES NEWS NETWORK

New Delhi: Union environment minister Prakash Javadekar’s controversial remark
that “vested interests” were behind the campaign against air
pollution has left many activists fuming. The minister had
reportedly attributed the campaign to “forces that do not
want India to progress”
though on Saturday he did try
to clarify his remarks. Ironically, on Friday, the government’s
own Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB) released an air
quality bulletin in which Delhi
was shown to be having the
poorest air quality among
eight cities as ozone levels were
high in the city.
Though several CPCB reports have confirmed that Delhi’s air quality is indeed very
poor, environmentalists said
they were appalled that Javadekar seems to be oblivious of
the government’s own findings. Instead, he was critical of
a certain embassy’s air pollution monitoring. The minister
had recently launched ‘Fresh
air is my birthright’ campaign.
“It’s an effort to corner not
just NGOs but all voices of dissent. They think anybody who
raises environmental issues is
a hurdle in the way of development,” said Dr Sanjay Kulshreshtha, an Agra-based paediatric surgeon who has filed
an application in NGT against
air pollution which draws attention to the impact of polluted air on unborn foetuses and
newborn babies. “They are
now trying to say there is no air
pollution problem in India,
which means all international
and national agencies like
WHO and CPCB are giving incorrect information? Why did
the ministry launch the ‘Fresh
air is my birthright’ campaign
if there is no air pollution problem? I also think the govern-

YOU alone can stop Delhi’s
future from going up in smoke !

SMOKESCREEN: Garbage burns in a pit in Rangpuri, south Delhi

ment is trying to corner NGT
which is pushing for action.”
A new study by prominent
economists and public policy
experts from Yale and Harvard
University had concluded that
as many as 660 million people,
or half of India's population,
could add 3.2 years to their lifespan if air quality met the national safe standard. Last year,
the World Health Organisation’s urban air quality data-

base found Delhi had the highest PM 2.5 (fine, respirable
pollution particles) levels among 1600 global cities, which also
cited that the data for the analysis was taken from CPCB.
“I don’t want to say anything about his comments because the truth is obvious. We
have annexed a CPCB report
from 2012 which says that air
pollution is increasing. The
Environment Pollution Control Authority (EPCA) has
been raising the issue for
years. There is a case in the Su-

preme Court against air pollution being heard since the 80’s.
Government’s own data says
air quality is poor in Delhi. So
why debate,” asked Vardhaman Kaushik, who also has an
application in NGT against
high air pollution in Delhi.
In his matter, NGT had recently directed that all diesel
vehicles that are more than 10
years old and all petrol vehicles
that are more than 10 years old
be banned. The tribunal has
now stayed its own order, pending responses from the Centre
and states on the ban, on capping the total number of
vehicle registrations, on hiking parking fee and many other
interventions.
Vivek Chattopadhyay of
CSE's clean air campaign pointed out that the issue of high
air pollution has been in news
since Commonwealth Games
when there was scrutiny of air
quality because athletes and
important sports people were
coming from all over the world.
“I think the minister's idea that
raising the air pollution issue
will stall development is absolutely misplaced. Our GDP is
actually getting affected by the
huge health cost of air pollution. Denying the problem will
not solve,” he said.
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The head of EPCA, Bhure
Lal, too recalled that time and
again agencies have said dieselization has to reduce. “Look
at how diesel cars have increased. More than 50% cars now
run on diesel. There are studies to show that pollution from
diesel vehicles is a hundred
times higher and diesel trucks
continue to pollute. People have to forgo their habit of using
diesel vehicles. I think it’s the
diesel lobby that's stalling any
action. The eastern and western expressways also haven't
been completed,” he said.
Bhure Lal said he agreed
that “vested interests” such as
air purifier companies were also at play.

